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Article

Transforming
Transformative
Education Through
Ontologies
of Relationality

Elizabeth A. Lange1

Abstract
It has been charged that transformative learning theory is stagnating; however,
theoretical insights from relational ontologies offer significant possibilities for
revitalizing the field. Quantum physics has led to a deep revision in our under-
standing of the universe moving away from the materialism and mechanism of
classical physics. Some scientists observe that this shifting view of reality is catalyzing
a profound cultural transformation. They have also noted significant intersections
between the New Science and North American Indigenous philosophies as well as
Eastern mysticism, all relational ontologies. These intersections as well as the theory
of agential realism of Karen Barad, feminist physicist, are used to propose a next
generation of transformative learning theory, one that is embedded in ontologies of
relationality. The author came to relational ontology through environmental and
sustainability education. This fruitful cross-fertilization helps illuminate a transfor-
mative approach to sustainability education or transformative sustainability educa-
tion—which has not yet been explicitly theorized. Relationality demands an ethical,
ontological, and epistemological transformation. The six criteria that emerge in the
overlap between quantum physics, living systems theory from ecology, and Indi-
genous philosophies can reframe our understandings of transformative education,
particularly toward socially just and regenerative cultures, completing the work of
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unfinished justice and climate movements. Pertinent to adult educators, Naomi Klein
(2014) asks, “History knocked on your door, did you answer?” (p. 466).

Keywords
transformative sustainability education, ontology of relationality, relational ethics,
social justice, New Science, Indigenous philosophy, regenerative societies

A Journey to Relationality

Relaxed, I sit in my old faded chair nestled in the tree line at the pebbled shore,

watching the harbour waters lap and the birds whirl. As I gaze at the water’s edge,

suddenly, the rocks and water begin to move in layered waves. It’s as if the pebbles

are moving to some unseen music creating a symphony of colour and shape. I shift my

head, sure I am momentarily delusional, but it continues, mesmerizing in its beauty.

As they dance together, I feel as if I am in the still point of time, seeing through the

veil to another reality. I would later come to understand that the flowing unity at the

core of reality and the fluidity of matter momentarily had revealed itself.

Several years later, I read a similar account by theoretical physicist Fritjof Capra: “I was

sitting by the ocean one late summer afternoon, watching the waves rolling in and feeling

the rhythm of my breathing, when I suddenly became aware of my whole environment as

being engaged in a giant cosmic dance. Being a physicist, I knew that the sand, rocks, water

and air around me were made of vibrating molecules and atoms, and that these consisted of

particles which interacted with one another by creating and destroying other particles.” He

began to ponder the parallels between Zen Buddhism and physics.

In my transformative sustainability education class, I have asked learners what they

hope to get out of the class that is transformative, and they respond “balance, harmony,

peacefulness, wholeness, and integrity.” When I inquire what learners hope for related

to sustainability, they want to understand the root causes of their stressed lifestyles and

a possible pathway to life-giving work rather than deadening and depleting work. For

instance, in one class, Kate said, “I guess I know I need to make a change, but I am not

sure what that change is.” Dan said he had a “longing for soul and getting back to basic

values.” The intuitions of balance, harmony, and wholeness that occur for learners have

pointed me to a new ontology, itself a source of transformative learning. I have come to

understand this as the ontology of relationality, which I glimpsed in the harbourside

cosmic dance.

With early 20th-century relativity and quantum theories, modern physics led to a

deep revision in the understanding of the universe. This shift moves away from the

materiality and mechanism of classical physics. Instead, it provides a map of reality as a

dynamic network of relations where all things are connected as a living system; where

human mind, matter, body, and spirit are an interpenetrating whole. Certainly, there are

contending theories in quantum physics, but this paradigm shift is gaining momentum.
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Cultural historian and philosopher, Charlene Spretnak (2011) calls this the relational

shift, for the deeply relational nature of reality and revealed animacy of the universe.

In the field of adult education, Taylor and Cranton (2013) have claimed that

transformative learning theory is stagnating and needs to continue transforming

itself. The purpose of this article is to perturb this classical ontology and epistemol-

ogy as it manifests in the theory and practice of transformative learning. Further, the

rich implications of the relational turn have been rather unexplored to date, with

some notable exceptions (Alhadeff-Jones, 2012; Burns, 2015; De Angelis, 2018;

Hathaway & Boff, 2009; O’Sullivan, 1999; Williams, 2013). This relational shift has

profound implications for both the transformative and sustainability education

fields, more specifically for theorizing transformative sustainability education. The

six criteria that emerge in the overlap between quantum physics, living systems

theory from ecology, and Indigenous philosophies can reframe our understandings

of transformative education and transformative sustainability education. I will be

citing Indigenous authors even though I am a White woman of European descent

whose ancestors were settlers on Indigenous lands. I am sharing my developing

understanding of Indigenous philosophies as has been taught to me, acknowledging

I am still in a transformative learning process. I only share what I have been given

permission to share by Indigenous colleagues, traditional Elders, and shaman

healers.

Shifting From Mechanism to Relationality

In the late 15th century, Francis Bacon urged the reorganization of scientific think-

ing toward empiricism and inductive thinking now known as the scientific method—

question, observe, hypothesize, experiment, and analyze. From Issac Newton came

the classic Western understanding of the universe as a mechanical system composed

of small building blocks. An earlier ontology that the material world has an unseen,

nonmaterial side, was pushed aside. The universe down to the human body was

considered comprised of elements moving in clocklike mathematically determined

patterns. All entities in the natural world were understood as essentially separate and

understood by the smallest components in isolation, known as reductionism, gen-

eralizable to the whole. Since then, we have understood the universe as largely

empty with bits of matter moving around in three-dimensional space and linear time,

impacted by external forces such as gravity.

In the search for foundational beliefs that could not be doubted, Rene Descartes

distrusted bodily senses and experiences. He argued, you cannot doubt the existence

of your mind and the ability for pure reason which should be the source of founda-

tional beliefs. Reality, then, was considered to have a rational structure whose

properties could be discovered through correct reasoning and objectivity. Human

identity became equated with our mind, which controls the conscious will and

involuntary bodily instincts. Since the Scientific Revolution, this logical empiricism

has provided a powerful epistemological tool. This understanding assumed that
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knowing could be independent of culture or other factors influencing the human

mind. Pushing back against the medieval order, knowing was considered freed from

mystical superstition, religious dogma, bodily senses, and emotions.

Rationalism, reductionism, empiricism, mechanism, dualism, and causality still

influence our thinking about transformative learning. In contrast, the emerging

ontology and epistemology of relationality understand that,

all entities in the natural world, including us, are thoroughly relational beings of great

complexity, who are both composed of and nested within contextual networks of

dynamics and reciprocal relationships. We are made entirely of relationships, as is the

whole of the natural world. (Spretnak, 2011, p. 4)

The uptake of the emerging quantum paradigm in the popular mind has been slow,

for obvious reasons—the difficulty and complexity of quantum physics as well as

the radical departure from existing ontological and epistemological assumptions.

However, in the 1970s and 1980s, this relational shift expanded into other sciences

and social sciences: neuroscience and cognitive science (Brooks, 2011; Laszlo,

2008; Maturana & Varela, 1979/1991; Varela, Thompson, & Rosch, 1991); con-

sciousness (Bohm, 1980; Bateson, 1972; Sheldrake, McKenna, & Abraham, 2001);

psychology (Gergen, 2009; Grof, 1986; Jung, Pauli, & Meier, 1992; Rifkin, 2009;

Wilber, 1979/1985); archeology (Eisler, 1987); philosophy (Barad, 2007; Merchant,

1980; Thayer-Bacon, 2003); cosmology, cultural history, and social change (Capra,

1982; Gladwell, 2000; Swimme & Berry, 1992; Tarnas, 1991); politics and organi-

zational behaviour (Spretnak & Capra, 1984; Wheatley, 1992); theology (Fox, 1983;

Griffen, 1988; O’Murchu, 2004); ecology (Devall & Sessions, 1985; Merchant,

2005; Naess, 1973); and feminist spirituality (Gray, 1979; Mies & Shiva, 1993;

Radford Ruether, 1992). Six general criteria have informed the relational turn in

these disciplines and can also inform new understandings of transformative learning.

I came to the relational turn through living systems theory within ecology and sus-

tainability theory. Just as Capra (1975/2010) observed similarities between quantum

physics and Eastern mysticism, I found the similarities between deep ecology, ecofemin-

ism, and North American Indigenous philosophies exciting. These systems of thinking

are rooted in a perception of the unity at the base of all life, the interdependence between

the many manifestations of life, and change as a constant dynamic. As a sustainability

educator, this ontology of relationality began to shift my thinking and practice.

Capra (1975/2010, 1982) and systems theorist Laszlo (2008) assert there is now a

culture rising based on this holistic worldview. We stand in a historical moment every

bit as momentous as the shift from the Ptolemaic flat Earth view to the Copernican

view of a heliocentric solar system. As Einstein famously asserted, no problem can be

solved from the same level of consciousness that created it. The challenge then, say

both theorists, is whether our societies will persist with the status quo and break down

into chaos (entropy), or whether it will evolve and break through into a new civiliza-

tional form that is regenerative and fundamentally sustainable.
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Social justice has always been a driving principle in the field of adult education

and lifelong learning. For years, social justice activist-intellectual Naomi Klein

(2014) held the view that environmental prospects were not central to social justice.

Now, she asserts that the climate movement could be the culmination of the social

justice and liberation movements of the 19th and 20th centuries. For her, the climate

crisis demands an economic and ethical transformation—a civilizational leap

involving “a major transformation in moral perceptions” (p. 461).

Taking this further, physicist-philosopher Karen Barad (2007) argues for the inse-

parability of ethics, ontology (being), and epistemology (knowing), which provides a

theoretical foundation for this leap. For Barad, the “ethics of entanglement” means we

are not innocent, objective, and amoral bystanders but that we are inherently entangled

in the world and thus in ethical demands, human and beyond-human (Geerts, 2016).

Relationality demands ethical, ontological, and epistemological transformations in the

journey toward creating socially just and regenerative cultures.

Convergence of Relational Ontologies: Quantum Physics,
Ecology, and Indigenous Philosophy

A human being is part of the whole, called by us the universe. A part limited in time and

space. S/he experiences him/herself, his/her thoughts and feelings, as something sep-

arate from the rest, a kind of optical delusion of his/her consciousness. This delusion is

a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and to affection for a few

persons nearest to us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening

our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures. (Einstein cited in Suzuki,

1997, p. 26; inclusive language added)

The machine worldview has been founded on the modernist idea that all entities are

essentially separate and function in mechanistic ways of interacting. With subatomic

physics, the classical concepts of matter, time, space, and causality no longer hold. As

Einstein understood, the view of human separation and autonomy is only a delusion.

Dualist thought first emerged with the Ancient Greeks in the debate about the essential

nature of things: those who thought matter is alive seeing no distinction between

animate and inanimate and seeing the world as perpetual change and eternal becom-

ing, and those who thought being was invariable and constant, where change is an

illusion. Through Einstein, we are coming full circle to revisit this debate.

Since the Scientific Revolution, the foundationalist view of knowledge offered

the certainty of universally valid knowledge and reliable truths. Initially, it was

assumed that there is a God who is active behind natural phenomenon. During the

Enlightenment, this was reduced to a God overseeing but not interfering with the

clocklike orderly creation. Then, philosopher Hume asserted the inability to prove

any metaphysical reality such as a God, through casual reasoning or empirical

evidence. As Radford Ruether (1992) aptly summarizes, “ . . . the presupposition
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of God itself could be discarded, leaving the scientists together with the rulers of

state and industry, in charge of passive matter, infinitely reconstructible to serve

their interests” (p. 197). The modern world has been a colossal reconstructibility

project, involving the natural world, human body, nations, societies, and individual

psyches. Hence, we are now living in the Anthropocene Era, the era in which human

actions are the key force impacting planetary well-being (Folke, 2013).

Quantum Physics

The relational shift began in the early 20th century when science itself would gen-

erate powerful data of a living universe. The “discovery” of quanta and relativity put

the very foundations of physics into doubt. What Einstein, Heisenberg, Bohr, and

Bohm found was uncertainty, lack of fixity, lack of causality, and constant dyna-

mism, which challenged the core ideas of classical science. Some physicists turned

to spiritual and poetic language to explain the deep interconnectedness of reality, as

scientific language neither had the capacity to articulate nor to fully know and

describe. As Capra (1975/2010) explains,

The concepts of modern physics often show surprising parallels to the ideas expressed

in the religious philosophies of the Far East . . . noticed by some of the great physicists

of our century when they came in contact with Far Eastern culture during their lecture

tours . . . Both [quantum theory and relativity theory] force us to see the world very

much in the way a Hindu, Buddhist or Taoist sees it . . . If physics leads us today to a

world view which is essentially mystical, it returns, in a way, to its beginning, 2,500

years ago . . . This time, however, it is not only based on intuition, but also on experi-

ments of great precision and sophistication, and on a rigorous and consistent mathe-

matical formalism. (pp. 17–19)

The key ideas shared in quantum physics, living systems theory, Indigenous

philosophies, and Eastern spirituality are

� the basic unity underlying the universe;

� mutual interrelatedness of all things that impact each other synergistically;

� time as relative and in motion, flowing at different rates in different

dimensions;

� space not as fixed and three-dimensional but curved with a possible 13

dimensions;

� matter as fluid, malleable, and in constant creative flux;

� that the spiritual and material are alive and part of an inseparable

reality; and that

� the observer is part of the world being observed.

Matter is now understood as a bound form of energy, like a standing wave.

Einstein’s equation E ¼ mc2 means that mass is not material substance or “stuff”
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but a form of energy that can be transformed into other forms of energy (Capra,

1975/2010). Things that appear as matter—planets, rocks, living organisms, and

humans—are really standing waves of energy. Energy is interchangeable with par-

ticles. One or the other is present, depending on the viewer and context. In this way

then, the existence of matter and energy cannot be separated, leading to a perfor-

mative view, of matter performing itself into being.

Quanta and space-time are no longer understood as the ultimate level of the

universe but that there is a medium that interconnects all, the cosmic plenum, the

substrate of all the universes (Laszlo, 2008). Quanta, as the building blocks of

physical reality, emerge out of this plenum, vibrate at different frequencies in the

manifest world, and dissolve back into it. Our galaxy is considered part of a meta-

galaxy, containing billions of galaxies, a metauniverse or metaverse.

In the quantum paradigm, complex systems evolve through bifurcation, whether

at the level of the Earth’s biosphere or one-cell organisms. Change is constant but

tends to be corrected by self-stabilizing negative feedback systems that maintain a

dynamic balance within livable parameters. In a macroshift, however, fluctuations

occur at a size and rate that cannot be contained within existing parameters. These

fluctuations reach a threshold of critical instability. At this point of instability or

tipping point, the system becomes ultrasensitive and will respond to the smallest

element. Called butterfly effects, a tiny stream of air created by the flutter of butterfly

wings, for instance, can amplify to the point of creating a storm elsewhere. The

unstable system can enter a period of chaos, either breaking down and disintegrating

(systems collapse) or rapidly bifurcating and breaking through into a different tra-

jectory and dynamic equilibrium. Macroshifts have four phases: gradual and

ongoing change (trigger phase); rapid buildup of instabilities that challenge existing

parameters (transformation phase); crisis where the system is extremely sensitive to

fluctuations and bifurcates, leaping into a breakthrough onto another developmental

trajectory (critical or chaos phase and breakthrough); or a complete breakdown

where resistance to change or change that is too slow causes the system to disin-

tegrate (breakdown phase; see Figure 1 from Laszlo, 2008, p. 19). Once a bifurcation

has occurred, the change is irreversible.

Living Systems Theory

Similarly, living systems theory connects New Physics with biology and ecology.

Living systems exist at all ecological scales, from the smallest plankton to the human

body to the planet to the cosmos. Living systems can also be social systems—a

family, a classroom of learners, a business, and a nation (Capra, 1996). Throughout

nature and society, we find multileveled structures of systems nested within other

systems. Each of these living systems forms an integrated whole, boundaried in

some way, while at the same time part of a larger whole. In the systems view, nested

systems are integrated wholes whose properties cannot be reduced to smaller units.

They are networks within networks, all interpenetrating. To understand a system,
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one must not examine the individual components but the complex web of relation-

ships and levels of integration, a shift in figure and ground. The web of life as an

emerging holistic worldview is really an ancient idea found in Indigenous philoso-

phies and Eastern mysticism.

The Gaia theory proposed by biologists Lovelock and Margulis suggest that life

creates the conditions for its own existence, especially the Earth (Capra, 1996). Living

nature is seen as mindful and intelligent in that it is a self-regulating entity or autop-

oietic. All ecological cycles in living systems have feedback loops for ecological

communities to regulate themselves. Positive feedback loops amplify or enhance

changes, moving a system away from its equilibrium state and rendering it more

unstable. Negative feedback loops dampen or buffer changes holding a system in

equilibrium, making it more stable. Thus, living systems are fluid, dynamic, and

responsive, described as flowing or dynamic balance. Changes accumulate over time,

but rapid transformation is also possible when a tipping point is reached.

Systems are complex, and as complexity theory conveys, phenomenon is unpredict-

able and the intricacy and complexity of the relationships cannot ever be fully disen-

tangled and accounted for (Alhadeff-Jones, 2012). In human systems, humans are not

passive subjects but constantly active in choice points. Feedback loops can feed either

habitual patterns or novel patterns. These decision windows occur as change accumu-

lates. A decision itself may be a small choice, yet if it occurs in a stage of instability, it can

be magnified into an unexpected breaking point or bifurcation. These decision points can

determine the movement to either breakdown or breakthrough (Gleick, 1987).

Figure 1. The basic bifurcation diagram.
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In physics experiments, it has been found that particles communicate with each

other more quickly than is physically possible, from which the concept of entangle-

ment emerged. The whole system influences the entangled parts. The concept of

nonlocal coherence has brought into question Darwin’s notion that species evolved

from completely random mutations and that the universe emerged from a vast series

of coincidences. Information is carried by wave functions throughout the system,

creating a coherence in the whole as well as the parts. For instance, the development

of the human eye would have required thousands of mutations to be finely coordi-

nated. The evolution of feathers would have had to be coordinated with changes in

both musculature and bone structure to produce animals that fly. These evolutions

had to occur in a coherent way through some inner communication (Gleick, 1987).

Entanglement, autopoiesis, and nonlocal coherence bring into question the notion of

hierarchical order, currently understood as the dominant organizational form nec-

essary for species and systems development.

Corresponding brain and mind research also show that emotional bonds and brain

wave patterns transcend space and time to connect individuals or groups physically

separated from each other. “The cosmic plenum acts as a universal interconnecting

field . . . as the ‘deep-floor of the universe’” (Laszlo, 2008, p. 108), leading to field

theory. There are two domains of reality—the space-time domain of manifest enti-

ties connected by energy waves and the field domain out of which matter and

materiality emerge connected by information waves. These two domains evolve in

reciprocal interaction—what is called intra-action. The information in the field

domain in-forms what emerges as material in the space-time domain. In this way,

the past is always in the present creating the context out of which selected paths of

change are chosen (Laszlo, 2008, p. 118). Humans have freedom to select a response

in relation to the probable outcomes of their interactions. This freedom confers a

moral dimension to processes of knowing and being. Laszlo (2008) suggests the

criteria for moral action are whether the action contributes to the internal and

external coherence of the system or, in plain words, perpetuates the life and health

of a system. We can choose modes of action that do not interfere with the coherence

around us but, if possible, contribute to and flow with them (p. 121).

Indigenous and Eastern Philosophies

What is most remarkable is the similarity of New Science with Indigenous and Eastern

philosophies. Paula Gunn Allen (1986/1992), a Laguna Pueblo Indian from New

Mexico, explains that the medicine wheel or sacred hoop conveys that reality is a

singular unity that is dynamic and encompassing . . . [P]eople acknowledge the essen-

tial harmony of all things and see all things as being of equal value in the scheme of

things, denying the opposition, dualism, and isolation (separateness) that characterize

non-Indian thought. The tribal person perceives things not as inert but as viable and
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alive, and he or she knows that living things are subject to the processes of growth and

change as a necessary component of their aliveness. (pp. 56 and 69)

Similarly, she explains the tribal concept of time as timelessness and the concept

of space as curved and multidimensional. The understanding of self is as “a moving

event within a moving universe” (p. 60). Energy is intelligence manifested within an

aware, breathing, unitary universe. Intelligence arises out of the very nature of all

beings, not just human beings, and is distributed throughout the system. This is

similar to the concept of nonlocal coherence.

The Western tradition veered toward logical empiricism, while Indigenous and

various Eastern epistemologies continued their focus on relationship, process, and

change. In his book, The Tao of Physics, Capra (1975/2010) elucidates the common

characteristics between quantum physics and Eastern mysticism, largely an aware-

ness of mutual interrelatedness and the inseparable parts of the cosmic whole. In

meditative states of nonordinary consciousness, space and time disappear and a

higher multidimensional reality is experienced. Buddhists see all objects or material

as processes flowing in dynamic patterns. They conceive of an object as events or

deeds, not things or substances. Eastern mystical traditions also accept the unity of

opposites, the archetypal poles of yin and yang, which are two sides of the same

reality. These opposites are not to be resolved one over the other, but to be held in

dynamic balance. Finally, the world is ceaseless change requiring nonattachment,

not resisting the flow of life but moving with it.

Karen Barad and Relational Ontology

Theoretical physicist Karen Barad’s (2007) seminal work, Meeting the Universe

Halfway draws from and is inspired by quantum physicist Niels Bohr. For Bohr,

the unit of measurement in a physics experiment is the phenomena, which are the

convergence of particles and waves rather than attempting to extract particles from

waves. He viewed humans as part of the apparatus for measurement as opposed to

the human as knower separate from the apparatus used to measure. In other words,

we typically see what we anticipate, what we are measuring for, and how the

apparatus of viewing is impacting the phenomena. This thinking piqued the interest

of Barad and she developed a theory of agential realism, based on quantum theory

but also on the poststructuralism of Foucault and the bodily performativity of Butler.

Her theory is a crucial rethinking of Western epistemology and ontology that takes

theory beyond the dualist impasses of realism versus social constructivism, agency

versus structure, subject versus object, idealism versus materialism, individual ver-

sus social, nature versus culture, and human versus nonhuman (Vint, 2008).

Barad argues that humans and nonhuman entities or phenomena are inseparable

and each have agency. This moves beyond anthropocentrism and human exception-

alism. All matter is an active participant not just humans. In her theory, the indivi-

dualism of separate entities and the interactions between these discrete entities give
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way to ontological inseparability. Things or objects do not precede their interaction,

but they emerge through their intra-acting, as various possibilities become materi-

alized. Their agencies are performances, their enactments are the “doing in action”

of elements and human/nonhuman participants. Agency is not a possession then, but

a relationship; not a relationship that one “has” but that one is embedded in.

Her theory is not constructivist in viewing human minds as constructing the world

and it is not classical realism where we stand objectively apart to probe the preexisting

fixed, passive, rational structure of reality. It is rooted in realism in that the nature of

reality is explained by the findings of particle physics, the most accurate description to

date. But it is an agential realism in terms of what comes to be, minute-by-minute,

through the intra-acting of human and nonhuman agents. For her, matter and meaning

are entangled. It is not just material entities (nature) or discursive practices (culture) but

rather multiple intra-acting performances of being and meaning. In her words, this

performativity shifts the focus from questions of correspondence between description

and the reality it describes, to the matters of practices, doings, and actions (p. 135).

Moreover, Barad’s theory addresses ethics. We are not only connected with the

nonhuman world, we are entangled, embedded, and intra-dependent with ethical

implications. If we view all nonliving and living things on Earth as co-

constitutive, then perhaps we would treat Earth as if it mattered rather than exclud-

ing some entities or phenomena from ethical consideration. In her words, specific

practices of mattering have ethical consequences. No longer can scientists consider

biases, theoretical investments, politics, and ethics separate from their work.

Barad (2007) also takes issue with the concept of reflection which presupposes an

objective observer and the optical metaphor of mirrors reflecting each other, “an

infinite play of images between two mirrors . . . but nothing more is seen” (p. 135).

She prefers the concept of diffraction referring to light beams that are defracted or

split apart in quantum physics experiments. Similarly, “[d]iffractively reading the

insights of poststructuralist theory, science studies and physics through one another

entails thinking the culture and the natural together in illuminating ways” (p. 135),

highlighting the importance of transdisciplinary research. “Objectivity, instead of

offering an undistorted mirror image of the world, is about accountability to marks

on bodies, and responsibility to the entanglements of which we are a part” (in

Dolphijin and van der Tuin, 2012, p. 53). This provides a framework for thinking

about transformation and how culture and habits of thought can make some things

visible and ignore or never see other things, to open up possibilities or foreclose

them, explaining current stuckness in transformative learning theory.

The Relational Turn in Transformative Learning
and Sustainability

[I]n the framework of the new sciences—quantum physics above all—began to indi-

cate that the “oneness” people sometimes experience is not delusory and that the
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explanation of it is not beyond the ken of the sciences. As quanta, and entire atoms and

molecules, can be instantly connected across space and time, so living organisms

especially the complex and supersensitive brain and nervous system of evolved organ-

isms, can be instantly connected with other organisms, with nature, and with the

cosmos as a whole. This is vitally important, for admitting the intuition of connections

to our everyday consciousness can inspire the solidarity we so urgently need to live on

this planet—to live in harmony with each other and with nature. (Laszlo, 2008, p. 3)

Capra (1975/2010) offers six criteria for thinking in this new paradigm. By con-

trasting these criteria against our contemporary epistemic and ontological assumptions

of transformative learning and sustainability education, the current constraints as well

as potentials are evident. Engaging the deepest form of transformation is to explore the

ontological and epistemological roots of our society that have created the many global

crises, social issues, and individual stressors that shape our daily lives. However, it is

not replacing one with the other, but a re-balancing.

The Part and the Whole

Mezirowean and Jungian-oriented transformative learning theory maintains clas-

sical science assumptions: that the locus of transformative learning is the individ-

ual person, either their cognitive-rational thought process or their personality in

terms of integrating conscious and unconscious facets. The goal of transformative

learning is fostering an individual’s autonomy away from inherited and habitual

frameworks of thinking to new assumptions that are adopted through the process of

critical reflection. (To be accurate, psychoanalytic transformative learning attends

to the transpersonal as well; assisting individuals in transcending ego needs and

enlarging the sense of self.)

In a relational ontology, transformative learning and sustainability education would

attend to the dynamics of the whole, and nested systems as much as possible. This

includes the contexts, properties, and patterns of interactions in which an individual is

embedded, not just the worldview of an individual. It would address as much of the

relational network as possible—geographic place and other nonhuman relations in that

place, the myriad of work, personal, and familial relations brought into the room by

learners, and the larger cultural, social, economic, and political relations as well as

cosmic mythology and spiritual relations that exist at the historical moment. Providing

opportunities for students to name the systems they are nested within, their position-

ality, the porous boundaries between systems, and to experience these connectivities

are rich processes for transformative and sustainability learning.

In Indigenous societies globally, it is the natural world who is the teacher and who

taught the Original People how to be human. As sociologist Max Weber (1946) has

identified so insightfully, our Western world was disenchanted of such cosmic myths

and teaching stories that recognize cosmic mystery, the animacy of other beings and

elements, and relational ethics. For centuries, North American Indigenous people
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have expressed this as, “we are our relations,” all of them, human and nonhuman.

Connecting to place and fostering human locatedness in place is central for

regrounding humans. As Pueblo Gregory Cajete (1999) says, orientation to place

is essential for understanding what it means to be related. “Many Indigenous peoples

recognize seven directions: the four cardinal directions, above, centre and below.

This way of viewing orientation creates a (literal) sphere of relationship founded on

place that evolves through time and space” (p. 7). Many learners have become

disconnected from place-based connections so mapping their “place” can take two

forms: tracing ancestral relationship to land, language, and social grouping including

ancestral migration journeys and family mobility; and describing the land including

landforms, soils, water bodies, bioregion, climate, flora, and fauna.

A relationally oriented transformative sustainability education addresses the

whole person—body, mind, emotion, spirit, and will. Hart (2014) argues that an

integrative mind is the challenge of this era. The integrative mind includes contem-

plation to witness the content and process of our own consciousness; empathy where

there is a feeling for what or who you wish to know; beauty which draws attention to

quality and aesthetics; embodiedness that includes feeling, sensation, movement,

and the physiological processes of the body; and imagination which is the capacity

to imagine and use divergent thinking toward insights. When the right and left brain

are balanced, it opens a significant channel of energy and knowing. The right side of

the brain naturally engages in integration, incorporating the data from the left brain.

For Hart (2014), the right brain should become the key driver of consciousness. This

has been the way of knowing for traditional peoples for millennia and so incorpor-

ating right brain activities are vital for learning.

Structure and Process Thinking

Structure thinking has been present in transformative learning theory in several

ways—understanding the structures of cognition, structures of the psyche, or the

structures that comprise society. Freirean transformative learning assumes the goal

of transformation is social change through critiquing, challenging, and pressuring

societal structures. Process thinking can add to our understandings.

Process thinking emerged with Einstein’s recognition that mass is a form of

energy that subatomic particles are constantly moving and changing—a constant

dance of energy (Capra, 1975/2010). In other words, there is no linear relation

between an educational intervention and a transformative outcome. Transformation

is about process, particularly introducing perturbations, like throwing a pebble into a

still pond. New concepts and actions reverberate throughout the network revealing

the nature of energy and resource flow as well as the network connections. Perturba-

tions can also reveal unexpressed creativity and innovation that are held as potenti-

alities in the system. An energy field is information-rich; it flows through the “veins”

of a living system. The flow patterns reveal what is forming, dissolving, and trans-

forming in a living system, including in human systems.
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The role of a transformative educator then is to be attuned to the energy field,

the subtle nuances of change as well as either habitual or novel responses in

learners. Probing and questioning assumptions can drain them of energy. Energy

invested in the existing patterns of learners and the learning community can be

freed to be redirected into new patterns. Enough perturbations can create a chaos

state, which is disorienting as Mezirow (1991) recognized, but it is the optimal

state for transformation as new choices need to be pursued to bring the system back

into balance. Yet, too many perturbations can cause complete breakdown of a

system where balance is never regained. In this case, learners can be overloaded

and highly threatened. Part of the ethical responsibility of educators is to discern

learners who are in the chaos state just prior to breakthrough and those who may be

moving into breakdown.

Objectivity and Participative Knowing and Being

As Barad (2007) suggests, “knowing does not come from standing at a distance and

representing, but rather from a direct material engagement with the world” (p. 49).

We are always in relation to human and nonhuman worlds from our very first breath

of air, the water used to cleanse a new baby, the lights in the room, and the mother’s

voice and skin. We are not an individual self, but an individual-in-relations, human

and nonhuman. Chilean neuroscientist Humberto Maturana concurs that the process

of knowing is the process of life (in Capra, 1996). The inner world of concepts is

entwined with body, behaviour and social context, as co-emergent, as a process of

aliveness, connecting what may have seemed disconnected. For example, the not so

simple task of imagining oneself related to all that is, can be profoundly transfor-

mative. Recognizing the reciprocity between oneself and the food and water they

intra-act with shifts learners into more embodied ways of knowing. Acknowledging

the elements of the Earth—soil, water, fire, and air—as part of your own body, your

larger self, is part of an imaginal way of knowing. Going into a meditative state and

perhaps seeing the vibrating molecules of reality is part of a mystical way of

knowing.

As a posthumanist, Barad explains performativity not as theatrical performance

but as capacity for action. Our knowledge emerges from intra-acting with other

humans and other life forms embedded in the same reality, not as discrete entities

interrelating. How we engage with other species or a class of human learners will

automatically shape the doings of these beings. Knowing then is becoming together,

the performative nature of transformative learning. More carefully discerning what

to say and what not to say and the energy one brings into a learning space is

important. Starting with deep breathing or a moment of meditative stillness can

create a different learning field. Participation is not necessarily talk or activity but

keen observation, attunement and attentiveness (Allen, 1986/1992, p. 64); skills,

which have been lost in our short attention span generations.
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The Unavoidability of Ethics and Reciprocity

The reality of our kinship means that an ontology of relationality is, by definition,

ethical. Moral muteness is no longer possible. Ethics is not about right responses to

an outside-of-self other, but about

responsibility for the lively relationalities of becoming, of which we are a part. Respon-

sibility, then, is a matter of the ability to respond. Listening for the response of the other

and an obligation to be responsive to the other, who is not entirely separate from what

we call the self. This way of thinking ontology, epistemology, and ethics together

makes for a world that is always already an ethical matter. (Barad, 2009, p. 69)

Cajete (1999) and others express that all living things and natural entities have a

role to play in the daily drama of maintaining the web of life, which we depend on.

Allen (1986/1992) explains, “When I was small, my mother often told me that ani-

mals, insects, and plants are to be treated with the kind of respect one customarily

accords to high-status adults. Life is a circle, and everything has its place in it” (p. 1).

The response is learning proper relationship and respect for the natural world, includ-

ing gratitude to each kin for the gift given—the tree people for paper and wood in your

home and the plant people for your food and medicines.

The next step is reciprocity in “accounting for our part of the entangled webs we

weave” (Barad, 2007, p. 384). We have obligations to all living beings as they are us.

Mutual obligation shifts the way of being toward a commitment to enable and protect

processes of life. Ecologists who assert holism ethics consider entire ecosystems and

the Earth as an integral biotic community deserving moral value. The land ethic of

Aldo Leopold considers ethical acts to be right if they protect the integrity, stability,

and beauty of a biotic community (Macrae, 2003, p. 183). Creating an ethical sanc-

tuary for learners, where they can identify their own ethical systems, assess the frag-

ments of ethical systems in society, and determine the scope of their moral concern, is

part of ethical imagination (Lange, 2009; Somerville, 2006).

From Inert Building Blocks to an Alive Network

All members in an ecological community derive their essential properties and, in

fact, their very existence from relationships, in the continual cycles of energy and

resource exchange. The cycles in an ecosystem intersect with larger cycles in the

bioregion and in the planetary biosphere. All life forms are complementary, not

oppositional or “red in tooth and claw,” as Darwin suggested. For Indigenous peo-

ples, animals and plants agree to give of their lives for other lives. Simply by living,

we take from the natural world so there is a responsibility to give back for what was

taken in a way that honours life.

One of the challenges in sustainability education is holism, rethinking all the

aspects of society—from healing to politics to architecture to energy. How can an

entry point be identified when teaching about the whole? Freire (1970) is instructive
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here as one must study their learners to find this entry point, the generative themes

that emerge from living—their fears, issues, dreams, and desires. Pedagogical

engagement extends then beyond this entry point to examine the networks and

structures they are embedded in. For example, learners can explore neoliberal global

economies through lifecycle assessments, cultural messages about how money is

security and belonging, consumptive values evident in the flow of one’s acquisitive

desires and money-making choices, recording expenditures of energy in daily activ-

ities as evidence of priorities, and the “faster, higher, stronger” idiom by examining

the impact of technology on workplace cultures (Lange, 2004).

People are perforated boundaries and the ancient brain is hardwired for community.

Based on field studies of the mind or mind-field, a class is a web of living relations with

potential for a collective consciousness to be activated (Bache, 2008). A commingling

of intelligences can generate creative thinking and conditions for transformation.

From Truth to Approximations

Concepts and theories are limited, partial, tentative, and approximate. As scientists have

found, paradoxes of reality are often better approximated through poetry, myth, and

story—mythopoetics. Swimme and Berry (1992), a scientist and cultural historian team,

have attempted to shift the Newtonian cosmology by compiling an evocative universe

story that traces the unfolding of the cosmos from the primordial flaring forth (big bang)

to what they call the coming Ecozoic era. They begin “The Universe Story” this way,

Tell me the story . . . the story of where we are and how we got here and the characters

and roles that we play. Tell me a story, a story that will be my story as well as the story

of everyone and everything about me . . . a story that brings the human community with

every living being in the valley, a story that brings us together under the arc of the great

blue sky in the day and the starry heavens at night. (Berry, 1988, p. 123)

Cosmological stories like the universe story, traditional teaching stories, and

wisdom narratives create transformative conditions. As Ojibway Richard Wagamese

(2016) suggests, storytelling is not only restorative of ancient wisdom, it is trans-

formative in the here and now. It is “[n]ot to tell people how to think and feel and

therefore know—but through our stories allow them to discover questions within

themselves” (p. 172). Stories are a gateway into important ethical questions by

tapping moral intuition and generating hope, essential for humanity at this moment.

They keep the channels of curiosity and awe open. Moreover, stories and language

carry rhythmic and vibrational power to teach and inspire. They give us means to

communicate about intangible realities. Certain rhythms and repeated phrases can

also create a nonordinary level of consciousness. For Prechtel (2012), a traditional

story is multilayered and is more deeply understood as adults mature. He advocates

ongoing rites of passage throughout adulthood that have been part of life among

traditional peoples. Stories are teachers and educators are storytellers.
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From Domination to the Balance of Partnership

As many theorists have described, scientism, patriarchy, and mechanism have valor-

ized the tendency for control and domination. This attitude was personified by

Francis Bacon who said “Nature has to be hounded in her wanderings, bound into

service, and made a slave . . . [scientists should] torture nature’s secrets from her” (in

Capra, 1975/2010), all violent images of female subservience.

As an archaeologist of Paleolithic and Neolithic eras, Eisler (1987) traced the

development of warlike “dominator cultures,” which overtook earlier egalitarian,

matrifocal, nonviolent societies, who honoured the Life principle. As Berry (1988)

notes, this dominator society has manifested in four ways: classical empires, eccle-

siastical institutions, nation-states, and modern corporations. Shiva (1989) agrees

that modern science and masculinity have been associated with the domination of

nature and women, with over 50% of all global women experiencing sexual harass-

ment. Military cultures are hierarchical cults of masculinity founded on sexualized

language and imagery; colonization exports a militarized, conquest-oriented eco-

nomic culture that plunders and eradicates peoples considered less human; and the

modern corporation exports a deep adversarial view in search of profits and mon-

etary power. In these ways, gender, race, class, and other axes of difference are

integral aspects of the dominator structure (O’Sullivan, 1999).

Yet, violence and domination are not inherent to organized society. Ecology is

now presenting a view of the natural world founded on cooperation. Likewise,

research on human health, brain science, biology, and consciousness challenges

long-held views that humans are by nature aggressive and self-interested. Rather

they demonstrate a tendency toward affiliation, connectedness, caring, and empathy

(Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986; Fox Keller, 1983; Gilligan, 1982;

Miller, 1976; Noddings, 1984). Futurist Rifkin (2009) suggests that an empathic

civilization may be rising that is a transformation toward a biosphere consciousness

and empathic sensitivity. Eisler (2000) proposes the turn from a dominator society to

a partnership society by restoring symbols, images, and myths that balance male and

female archetypal energy and revalorize higher human goals such as wisdom, depth

of character, conflict transformation, selfless love, and honouring what is life-giving.

The implications for transformative learning are that we have only been focusing

on one half of the principle, transformation, so a balance is missing in our field.

Restorative learning intra-acts with transformative learning; restorative learning

offers learning that responds to the losses of modernity and addresses the contra-

dictions within and between personal and social ethics by reconnecting with the

moral-ethical self (Lange, 2004). This often lays the foundation for learners to

withstand the challenges that accompany transformation. Without examining this

dynamic balance between the energies of transformation and restoration, continuity

and dissolution, individual and social, we as scholar-educators are only attending to

one isolated, static facet of a dynamic, multifaceted process of living. This is an

important aspect requiring further research.
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History Is Calling: Unfinished Justice Movements

Transformative learning from within a relational ontology still addresses social

justice as an ongoing purpose for the adult education and lifelong learning field.

Slavery abolition, the vote for women, union movements, and civil rights move-

ments were huge shifts in dominant thinking created through a critical mass of

support for legal and cultural changes. But there have been few strides in economic

democracy, highlighted by the Occupy movement where the 1% elites were chal-

lenged by the 99%. As Klein (2014) determined, the only social movement that

threatened the existing economic order was the slavery abolition movement. When

slavery was abolished, it impacted the interests of ruling elites, but economic parity

was circumvented and new structures of exploitation developed within and between

nations. What has been left undone IS economic transformation and longstanding

economic demands have been boiling to the surface.

[They] represent nothing less than the unfinished business of the most powerful libera-

tion movements . . . all these past movements, in one form or another, are still fighting

today—for full human rights and equality. Climate change is our chance to right those

festering wrongs at last—the unfinished business of liberation. (pp. 458–459)

Klein suggests that extraordinary levels of social mobilization will be needed to

force major shifts in economic power. It will also demand transformation in moral

perceptions and a vision for alternative lifeways, as seen in the tiny home, slow food,

and related movements. Together, these forces can delegitimize existing economic

norms. Educators not only can create spaces for ontological transformation but can

educate about and link learners to social movements to assist in these unfinished

liberation movements (Lange, 2004).

As part of the sustainability movement, a regenerative society requires everyday

acts of living and working that are environmental restorative and socially just.

Exploring the application of biomimicry to societal design has exciting transforma-

tive potential, shifting away from reconstructibility assumptions. A restorative econ-

omy is one that mimics biological systems and natural processes maintaining a

balance between what is taken and what is given back, with zero waste (Hawken,

1983). As Rifkin (2011) argues, the emerging green industrial era is predicated on

decentralization and collaboration where, for instance, every building becomes its

own solar or wind generating station. Transitioning to electric and fuel cell vehicles

is one example of modelling natural info-energy feedback networks and “is a critical

first step in re-embedding our species into the fabric of the larger communities of life

in which we dwell” (p. 224), hopeful scenarios to pose for learners.

Conclusion

In conclusion, historian Tarnas (1991) suggests that “virtually every important ele-

ment of the Western intellectual past is now present and active in one form or another”
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(p. 402). They are all gathering on the intellectual stage for a climactic synthesis,

which will address the epochal crisis of modernism. A deep revision in our under-

standing of the universe, an ontology of relationality, offers hope in the midst of this

gathering, resonating with ancient wisdom traditions. The implications for our theo-

retical understanding of transformative learning and sustainability education are sig-

nificant, taking us well past modernist commonsense notions about knowing and

being. If we were to study the process of transformative learning in terms of bifurca-

tion, nested systems, autopoiesis, nonlocal coherence, and energy flow, what might we

find? If we were to practice transformative and sustainability education in terms of

these six criteria: the whole, process thinking, participative knowing, aliveness,

approximations such as story, and balance toward partnership, what might result?

These are the challenges before our field. As educators and learners, we are entangled

in the unfolding of life at so many levels of engagement—from within our bodies to

the cosmos—and all organisms and elements coevolve with each other through crea-

tivity and mutual adaptation. An ethico-onto-epistemological transformation process

can help us flow responsively into socially just and ecologically regenerative societies.
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